
 

 

 

You get to pick out the DJ that best fits your wedding vibe! Each of our DJs are the BEST at what they do 

period and their reviews/videos speak to it!  

Don't know who to pick? No big deal, tell us what you’re looking for in your big day and we can pair you 
with your perfect match!  

MAKING YOUR SPECIAL DAY UNFORGETTABLE! 

What do you get with Your Company? 

1.) Your DJ will be an in-house employee, not a random contractor. Not to mention, a highly skilled DJ 

that will have your guests raving about your wedding for years to come! 

2.) Your own custom stress-free wedding planning app (Android, Apple, and web browser support) 

3.) You get a 2-person Team! Each of our headline DJs has an assistant to help make things smooth! 

4.) Free custom song edits! The first dance, parent dances, etc. 
5.) Beyond your headline DJ you have our whole FP team behind you! With over 1,000 weddings in 
combined knowledge, we have seen it, done it, and can give you the pros and cons of anything related to 
your wedding! 

6.) FUN - this is a passion for us here at Future Presentations and we take great pride in providing the best 
experience possible for all our couples! 



 

DJ Future 

Specializing in the Latin Field, but also an Open Format DJ, 

can please and satisfy any and all requests with his wide 

variety music library! 

Base Rate of $_350_ per hour  

Overtime Rate $_300_ per hour 

Travel Rate applies to destinations outside a 1.5 hours radius of Location 

$1 per mile outside of Location.  

An additional accommodation multiplier is applied for regional and destination events 

Regional events with travel over 3 hours are a 1.5x multiplier 

Destination events with travel over 5 hours are 2x multiplier 

 
 

Each of our custom bundles is a pick # system! You can select from any of our enhancements or add on 

additional hours!  

It's like a package, except you get to pick what goes into it! 

Don't know what you need yet? No problem! 

You can add or remove enhancements or bundles leading up to your big day! 

  

 Custom Bundle Options! 



 

Essentials Bundle 

Select up to 2 Enhancements 

Ceremony Audio             Intelligent Party Lighting             Custom Monogram 

     Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                          

 

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page! 

Base Rate $2500 (Save Over $500!) 

Signature Bundle 

MOST POPULAR BUNDLE 

Select up to 3 Enhancements 

Ceremony Audio             Intelligent Party Lighting             Custom Monogram 

     Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                         2 Cold Sparks           Screens                     

  

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page! 

Base Rate $3500 (Save Over $750!) 



 

Presentations Bundle 

Select up to 4 Enhancements 

Ceremony Audio             Intelligent Party Lighting             Custom Monogram 

     Venue Up-Lighting                   LED Party Sticks                         2 Cold Sparks           60" Media Screens                    

LED Dance Floor 

  

+ All the benefits are listed at the top of the page! 

Base Rate $7500 (Save Over $1000!) 

 

Below is a further description of each of our enhancements and the al a carte-pricing if you don't 

want to go with one of our custom bundle 

options!  

Ceremony Audio 
We use a combination of 1 hidden microphones 

that allow us to 100% guarantee that every word 

said will be heard by every guest!  

This add-on covers the additional equipment 

needed to do the ceremony anywhere on the 

property!  

Popular Enhancements 



 

 

$550 

Venue Up-Lighting 

You spend lots of time coordinating your 

wedding colors. Adding touches throughout 

the wedding dresses, centerpieces, flowers, 

etc.  

How about we light up the walls of your venue 

in your wedding colors? This is done with Up- 

Lighting 

$600  16x up-lights 

Cold Spark Fountains 

The hottest trend right now! Add a big wow to 

your first dance or your exit!  

These indoor/outdoor sparklers are safe to 

touch (only 62 degrees F). We can use them 

inside at the reception or outside for the exit!  

$850  for 2 fountains outside Exit 

$750 for 2 fountains inside reception 

Want 2 fountains for reception and the Exit? 

$1400 

Want 4 fountains?  + $2800 



 

 

 
 

Custom Monogram 

It's your big day! Why not put your own custom 

wedding logo on the wall, dance floor, or 

ceiling? 

Ask about how we can do animation with 

fireworks, snowflakes, etc.! 

Check out our option s 

$550_

_ 

 per monogram static or animated 

Intelligent Party Lighting 

Using 2 elegant glow column totems with 

moving spot/beam lighting fixtures, we create 

a very magical lighting effect at your wedding. 

This is by far our  most popular lighting 

option.  

$550 

60 " Media Screens (Must 

have intelligent lighting as 

well) 

We can display a slide show or video content 

you have! We also use graphic animations with 

your personal monogram!  

With this enhancement, you get intelligent 

party lighting as well! 

  $950 

https://mydigitalgobo.com/


 

 

We offer complete lighting design services beyond the simple options we display in this brochure.        If 

you have a vision in mind or just some Pinterest photos let us know and we can make it a reality! 

 

Photobooth 

- Open-air photo booth  

- Includes the backdrop of your choice 

- Experienced attendant present 

- Unlimited Prints 

- C omes with props, costumes, and tons of fun! 

- Full scrapbook with assembly  

$1200  for 2 hours 

LED Video Wall & Digital Signs 

High-Quality LED displays and versatile 

Applications for every and all events. Our digital 

Banners offer crisp and vibrant visuals that are 

sure to catch the eye of your target audience. 

We have a wide variety of sizes and designs  

available upon request. 

Custom Quote 

More Enhancements 



 

 

LED Infinity & Glow Dance Floor  

Bring the party to life with our complete LED Dance Floor 

Available in many sizes to illuminate the indoor and outdoor 

festivities!  

14 x 14 size: $4500 

10 x 10 size: $3000 

 


	Ceremony Audio

